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to the of the executive jt has I reply to the
on Local Government and cost shifting.

Having the Questionnaire,! to point out of the as f
the of Pensioners.

Option Id FAG,s as a grant.YES.
Firstly.
Rate pays for a TIER OF GOVERNMENT, a TAX, to be in, the
Billions of Dollars,This is cost shifting in, the
This is by the fact, in November 2000 the Victorian to

to councils,resulting in responability, cost shifting,without
it due to for the

it to do!
This is now by rate payers, with on
For FULL for and in Debt
on only the home, of having over is

to payers,so revenue can pay the of bureaucrats, who us.
a way ,when for

infrastructure,rate revenue, at the expence of infrastructure, now for the of
Tourism, recreation,social services, for

employees,networking,economic development,
to

This is by Govemments.Consensus by
on Councils,must be to the POVERTY.
ON

not only to be tied,but to be a for a to be put in
accountability, and equity in distribution. in to be

to while receive
Maybe the of could be replaced,if to

the G.S.T. FUEL TAX TAX etc, if we have to have
councils
IS A

are time,often the knowledge on are to
on, to rely on C.E.O.s and who are not can in

to the priorities of bureaucrats, who have a in
to pay and coucils are over
To to with the above,it to me cost is out of control
A of the with is, on
and for more 20 years in Victoria, the in Australia.
Another of cost shifting used, is to the unit on the
value,C.I. V. on as Coast Council has by 26% in a at the top
end [to ?] at the end to can
it
To the of cost on and



Note, who live on a ,often find they are not able,[ no of
ownjto pay the of dollars required

The fact is a of $4589:00 with a of 12;3% in 6 ,to the
at bay, it would cost a pensioner, between $10 to $llper

by the knowing the is on home, this policy is
productive, and all political pensioners,should in as as

to sell be the of cost shifting ]

the not your requirmentsj it the
of cost and its consequence,and the to the as I see

it


